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Project Aims 
The overarching aim of this project is to contribute to theory and applications of intelligent 
decision making with AI, with valid confidence estimates or probabilities. Building on established 
mathematical theories of confidence predictions, you will develop methods that will be 
implemented and evaluated in an automated biological lab focusing on applications in drug 
discovery. The aim is to maximize the utility of available resources by making intelligent 
decisions for selecting the next set of experiments to carry out, and iteratively improve 
confidence in predictions towards a compound endpoint, such as toxicity risk. 

Background 
In drug discovery, various types of data are used in the decision making process; e.g. what drug 
candidates should be advanced, what experiments should be performed, how should 
candidates be optimized etc. The data is in many cases heterogeneous, and is often fused with 
data from previous studies as well as public and private databases. Contemporary biological 
experimentation with automated (robotized) laboratories is in almost all cases focused on 
processing a large number of samples in batch, generating large data resources for 
retrospective analysis with the hope that it can be used in the future for predictive purposes. For 
scientists with access to automated labs, the informatics and analytics efforts commonly require 
substantial manual operations between iterations, making the scientific process inefficient and 
leading to automated labs being idle, waiting for analyses to complete before proceeding with 
the next batch of experiments. One illustrative example is high-throughput drug screening of 
large chemical libraries, capable of routinely screening millions of compounds for a particular 
biological assay. However, these processes are still more of a brute-force approach, and there 
are great opportunities to improve the intelligence of the screening process. 
 
Machine learning concerns insights and decisions made from data, and is today pervasive with 
examples including recommendation systems, anomaly and fraud detection, online marketing, 
speech recognition, image analysis, and artificial intelligence. The large variations and 
complexity of these problems prohibit the possibility of deriving analytic solutions, requiring 
methods for “learning from examples”. Growing volumes and varieties of available data, 



together with cheaper computational processing and affordable data storage allows for the 
possibility to analyze bigger, more complex data and deliver faster, more accurate results – 
even on very large scale. However, most contemporary machine learning approaches do not 
report valid confidence measures or class probabilities. Confidence in predictions is crucially 
important: we want to know if the machine is confident in its predictions or if it is essentially 
guessing because it has no knowledge of the object you are trying to derive predictions for. 
Also, large data sets are in many cases unbalanced, which traditional methods struggle with. 
 

Project description 
We will develop new theory and methods in machine learning extending the work on 
confidence-based prediction intervals or probabilities rather than point predictions (Conformal 
Prediction)(Vovk et al. 2005), and that can cope with very large and unbalanced datasets. 
Within this learning framework predictions are hedged and incorporate a valid indication of their 
own accuracy and reliability. There has been some initial work on Active Learning with 
Conformal Prediction(Matiz and Barner 2020), and also Conformal Prediction for decision 
making  (Vovk and Bendtsen 2018), however there is more developments needed for combining 
and expanding these theories and applying them to the problem of decision making in 
automated robotized biological labs with high degrees of uncertainty about the outcomes for 
each decision.  
 
We will focus primarily on two concrete applications: 1) Given a chemical compound C and a set 
of predictive models Mi trained on background data Di, what set of experiments should be 
performed next in order to improve the overall confidence in overall risk assessment of the 
compound C? 2) Given a set of compounds, explore what combinations of these that show 
synergistic effects, such as unexpected toxicity. We will devise and evaluate utility functions and 
explore active learning with conformal prediction to maximize the reward in each round of 
experiments. 
 
An experiment is made up of a number of cells exposed to one or more chemicals and 
photographed by microscopy imaging. Either single cells are tracked over time, or they are fixed 
after at certain times, optionally colored by a combination of six dyes, and photographed in up to 
5 channels. These experiments are carried out in microplates of 96 or 384 wells, one 
experiment per well. The parameter search space includes: Choice of cell line, choice of 
compound (or combination of compounds) to test, selection of instrument, compound dose, 
exposure time, combination of dyes, number of replicates per plate and on different plates, and 
various other instrument settings. In traditional experiments, all these parameters are set by 
humans and all data is analyzed by humans, making iterations lengthy. This project hence has 
high potential and relevance for many different types of applications, such as drug discovery 
and environmental toxicology. 
 
 
 

https://paperpile.com/c/bM96G6/TpsU
https://paperpile.com/c/bM96G6/JnGb
https://paperpile.com/c/bM96G6/C7Wx


 
 
 

The research environment 
You will be part of the Spjuth (main advisor) Lab (https://pharmb.io/) at the Department of 
Pharmaceutical Biosciences and Science for Life Laboratory at Uppsala University. We focus on 
developing new methods and applications to meet the demands of high-throughput biology and 
drug discovery, using predictive modeling, high-performance and cloud e-infrastructures as well 
as big-data analytics frameworks. We have established an automated lab for cell profiling of 
cells, and our vision is to develop an intelligent, automated laboratory for cell profiling with 
applications in pharmacology and toxicology, with increasing autonomy over the years. For 
more information on the project, see https://pharmb.io/project/ai-automated-laboratory/.  
 
Co-supervisor Hellander (www.andreashellander.se) is Associate Professor in Scientific 
Computing at the Department of Information Technology, Uppsala University. His focus is on 
new computational methods and e-Science, with an emphasis on applications in Life Science. 
Central themes in the group are methods for stochastic modeling and simulation of 
reaction-diffusion processes, mathematical modeling in Systems Biology, and Federated 
Machine Learning. 
 
Co-supervisor Carlsson has a PhD in Scientific Computing and is Head of AI at Stena Line, 
where the ambition is to become the world’s first cognitive ferry company. Carlsson has 
extensive experience of AI/ML and in particular conformal prediction for obtaining valid 
estimates of confidence for AI predictions. Carlsson will support the project with expertise in 
machine learning, scientific computing, and intelligent decision making with AI. 
 
Co-supervisor Ahlberg has a PhD in Scientific Computing and is Data Science and AI Lead at 
Stena Line. Ahlberg also has extensive expertise in AI and conformal prediction, as previously 
worked on improving decision making in the drug discovery process with AI at AstraZeneca 
R&D. 
 
An international collaborator with the group is Professor Gammerman 
(http://www.clrc.rhul.ac.uk/people/alex/) who is Founding Director of the Computer Learning 
Research Centre at Royal Holloway, University of London. His current research interest lies in 
the field of Algorithmic Randomness Theory and its applications to machine learning, the 
development of inductive/transductive confidence machines and intelligent data analysis, and 
will strengthen the theoretical part of the project. 
 
It is expected that the successful candidate will do research visits at Stena Line AB and Royal 
Holloway University of London. 

https://pharmb.io/
https://pharmb.io/project/ai-automated-laboratory/
http://www.andreashellander.se/
http://www.clrc.rhul.ac.uk/people/alex/


The Successful Candidate 
The applicant should have a solid background in applied mathematics, machine learning, 
bioinformatics or a related field. The applicant should have excellent analytical skills, possess 
curiosity and creativity. Excellent oral and written communication skills in English are required. 
Further, the applicant should be highly collegial, and be able to work well in a team as well as 
having the ability to work independently. Further, the applicant should possess exceptional 
organizational skills, know how to successfully multitask, and should be able to solve 
unanticipated and complex problems. 
 


